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Abstract- -Var iants of the improved Boussinesq equation with positive and negative xponents 
are investigated. It is formally shown that these nonlinear variants give rise to compact and non- 
compact physical structures, where compactons, olitons, solitary patterns and periodic solutions are 
developed. The presented sine/cosine ansatz is reliable. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the balance between the nonlinear convection term uu~ and the dispersion 
effect term u~zz in the KdV equation, 
ut + auux + Uxxx -= O, 
gives rise to solitons. Therefore, the KdV equation is incapable of shock waves [1-15]. 
The now well-known K(n, n) equation, 
n ~t +a(~)~ +(u )~ =0, ~>i, 
(i) 
(2) 
introduced in [16], where the delicate interaction between nonlinear convection (un)~ with gen- 
uine nonlinear dispersion (un)~ generates solitary waves with exact compact support that are 
termed compactons. Compactons are solitons with finite wavelength or solitons with the ab- 
sence of infinite wings. The classical solitons are analytic solutions, whereas compactons are 
nonanalytic [16] solutions. 
Wadati [6-8] defined soliton as a nonlinear wave characterized by the following properties. 
(1) A localized wave propagates without change of its properties (shape, velocity, etc.). 
(2) Localized waves are stable against mutual collisions and retain their identities. This in 
turn means that soliton has the property of a particle. Soliton is a localized wave that 
has an infinite support or a localized wave with exponential tails. 
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Compactons were proved to collide elastically and vanish outside a finite core region. Two 
important features of compactons structures are observed. 
(1) The compacton is a soliton characterized by the absence of exponential wings or infinite 
tails. 
(2) The width of the compacton is independent of the amplitude. 
Compactons such as drops do not possess infinite wings, hence, they interact among themselves 
only across short distances. In modern physics, a suffix-on is used to indicate the particle prop- 
erty [6-8], for example phonon, photon, and soliton have particle property. For this reason, the 
solitary wave with compact support is called compacton to indicate that it has the property of 
a particle. The compactons are nonanalytic solutions [16], whereas classical solitons are analytic 
solutions. The points of nonanalyticity at the edge of the compacton correspond to points of 
genuine nonlinearity for the differential equation. 
The role of nonlinear dispersion in the formation of patterns in liquid drops was studied by 
Rosenau and Hyman [16], Ismail et el. [17], Dusuel et al. [18], Ludu [19], and Wazwaz [20-37]. 
The discovery of compactons, robust soliton-like solutions, has attracted many researchers for 
conducting comprehensive studies on this phenomenon. In [16], it was shown that compactons 
after colliding with other compactons, they re-emerge with the same coherent shape. These 
particle-like waves exhibit elastic collisions. In a comprehensive study conducted by Kivshar [10], 
it has been demonstrated that a chain of particles interacting via purely anharmonic forces is 
a natural model to support discrete compactons: olitons with finite wavelength. Breather and 
pulse compacton solutions [10] have been found for the chain of particles with quartic anharmonic 
potentials. The breather compactons may be used naturally to explain the phenomenon of the 
intrinsic localized modes [10]. 
For more details about the role of nonlinear dispersion on patterns formation as well as the 
formation of nonlinear structures like liquid drops, and for more insight through the physical 
properties of compacton structures, ee the works in [1-40]. 
The present work is motivated by the desire to extend the works made in the literature to 
deal with models characterized by purely nonlinear wave dispersion. More importantly, it is the 
objective of this paper to confirm the reality that compactons arise also for variants forms of the 
improved Boussinesq equation. The compactons discovery motivated a considerable work to make 
compactons be practically realized in scientific applications, uch as the super deformed nuclei, 
preformation of cluster in hydrodynamic models, the fission of liquid drops (nuclear physics), 
inertial fusion and others, as indicated in [16-20]. 
The Boussinesq equation is a nonlinear fourth-order partial differential equation defined by 
ut, - u~ - (u2)~x ~ u~ = 0. (3) 
The equation with the minus sign is called the bad Boussinesq equation, whereas the equation with 
plus sign is known as the good Boussinesq equation. The equation is used in the analysis of long 
waves in shallow water. It is also used in the analysis of many other physical applications, uch as 
the percolation of water in porous subsurface of a horizontal layer of material. Makhankov [39] 
showed that the bad equation can be approached by an improved Boussinesq equation which 
reads as follows, 
ut ,  - - _ = 0 ,  k = 2 ,  3 .  (4 )  
For k -- 3, the equation is used to examine the Alvin waves. 
Recently, a general improved Boussinesq (IB) equation of the form, 
u,~ - u~ - ( f  (u ) )~ - u~* ,  = 0 ,  (5 )  
has been examined. Moreover, the (2 + 1)-dimensional Boussinesq equation, 
ut~ - u~ - u~ - (u~)~ - u~x = 0 ,  (6 )  
was studied thoroughly in [40]. 
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Motivated by the rich treasure of the Boussinesq equation and its improved forms, we will 
study variants of the improved Boussinesq equation. 
I. Variant I of the (1 + 1)-dimensional improved Boussinesq equation (IB) with positive 
exponents, 
2r~ "o, uu-uxx-a (u  )zx-b[u "~(u )xz]u=0, n>l ,  (7) 
and with negative xponents given by 
- -2~ ~ 
II. Variant II of the (2 + 1) dimensional improved Boussinesq equation (IB) with positive 
exponents, 
u, , -  ~ .  - a l  (~)~ - ~2 (~)y~ - bl [~  ( )~] .  b~ ~ ~ = 0, ~ > 1, (9) 
and with negative xponents given by 
--2n --2n ~.-~-~1(~ )~-~(~ )~y 
(10) 
- -n  _ ~- -n  -bt[u-~( u )xx]u b2[u-~( )yy]tt =0 '  n>l ,  
such that al ¢ -a2, bl # -b2, and the wave speed c ~ 0. One of the most straightforward 
approaches to construct exact solutions for these variants is the sine/cosine ansatz. It will be 
used to back up our analysis to construct exact solutions with distinct physical structures. In 
what follows, we briefly describe the main steps of the sine/cosine ansatz. 
2. THE SINE/COSINE METHOD 
1. The wave variable ~ = (x - ct) carries an arbitrary nonlinear PDE in two independent 
variables, 
P (u, u,, u~, u~,  u~, . . . )  =0,  (11) 
where u(x, t) is the traveling wave solution, to a nonlinear ODE, 
Q (u, u~, u~¢, u~, . . . )  = O. (12) 
Notice that 
0 d 0 2 d 2 0 d 0 2 d 2 
= - -  = ~ . . . . . .  (13)  -~ -c~,  c~ 2 d~2 , Ox d-~' Ox 2 d~ 2 " 
Then, we integrate (12) as long as all terms contain derivatives uch that integration 
constants are neglected. 
2. The solutions of many nonlinear equations can be expressed in terms of sine or cosine, a 
fact that motivates us to set the solution in the form, 
u (x,t) = {~eos ~(~)} i~ I--- ! (14) 
' 2#'  
or the ansatz 
u(x,t) = {Asinf~ (#~)}, I~ lg  -,~r (15) 
# 
where A, #, and f~ are parameters that will be determined, # and c are the wave number 
and the wave speed, respectively. Then, we use 
(~) = ~ cos~ (~) ,  
~ (~) = ~ cos ~ (~) ,  (16)  
U n _n2/.~2,/32A n ( )~  = COS nf~ +n/~2An]~ (n~ - 1) cos '~a-2 (p~) ,  
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and for (15), we use 
u (~) = A sin z (#~), 
u n (~) = A n sinn~ (#~), 
(u")¢¢ = -n2#2~2A= sin n/~ +n#2An/3 (nt3 - 1) sin riB-2 (/re). 
(17) 
3. Substituting (16) or (17) into the reduced ODE gives a trigonometric equation of cosR(#¢) 
or sinR(#¢) terms. Then, the parameters are determined by first balancing the exponents 
of each pair cosine or sine to determine R. Next, we collect all terms with same power 
in cosk(#~) or sink(#~) and set to zero their coefficients to get a system of algebraic 
equations among the unknowns ~, A, and #. The problem is now completely reduced to 
a system of algebraic equations that can be easily solved. The solutions proposed in (14) 
and in (15) follow immediately. 
3. VARIANT I OF  ( IB )  WITH POSIT IVE  EXPONENTS 
We first consider Variant I of the improved Boussinesq equation with positive exponents, 
2n n ut t -u~=-a(u  )~ -b [u '~(u)~] t t=O,  n>l ,  a#0,  b#0.  (18) 
Using the wave variable, ~ = x - ct, carries (18) into the ODE, 
- - ° ] =o .  (¢~ 1) ~ ~ (~)~ - bc ~ ~ (~)~ ~ (19) 
Integrating (19) twice gives 
(~2 _ 1) ~ - ~.2n _ b~2~ (u~)¢¢ = 0. (20) 
Substituting (14) into (20) gives 
(c 2 - 1) A cos z (#¢) - aA 2~ cos 2~z ( t~)  + bn2c2#2~eA2~ cos 2=z (#¢) 
-bnc2A2n#2/3 (n~ - 1) cos 2n#-2 (#~) = O. 
(21) 
Using the balance method, we set the following system of algebraic equations, 
n~- l#0,  
2n~ - 2 = ~, 
bn2 c2 #2 ~ 2 = a, 
bnc~2=~Z(nZ - 1) = (c~ - 1)~. 
(22) 
This system has been achieved by first equating the exponents of each pair of the trigonometric 
functions, then, by equating the coefficients of each pair. Solving system (22) gives 
2 
,3 -- 2n~'  
2n-1  /f~ 
~-  2~Vb'  
~ = (2n(c~-1) )  1/(~"-1) 
c#o,  +1. 
(23) 
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Notice that, for c = -I-1, we obtain the trivial solution. Results (23) can be obtained easily if we 
also use the sine method (15). Consequently, the following compactons solutions, 
u (x , t )= - s in2[~Vb(X-Ct  ) , [x -c t ]<_-~,  ~>0,  (24) 
0, otherwise, 
and 
u(x,t)= a ~/b  (x-ct) , Ix-ctl<_~-~, g>0,  (25) 
0, otherwise, 
are readily obtained. However, for a/b < 0, we obtain the solitary patterns olutions, 
u(x,t)  = a s inh2|~ ~[ -2 ' (x -e t )  (26) 
and 
u(x,t )  = 2n (c~-  1) cosh 2 t ~ V  -b  (x - (27) 
4. VARIANT I OF  ( IB) WITH NEGATIVE  EXPONENTS 
We first consider Variant I of the improved Boussinesq equation with negative xponents, 
(28) n> 1. 
Using the wave variable ~ = x - ct and proceeding as before, we find 
o = 0 (29)  
Integrating (29) twice and using the constants of integration to be zero, we find 
(c 2 - 1) u - au -2n - bc2u -n (u-n){q = 0. (30) 
Inserting the cosine assumption (14) into (30) gives 
(c = - 1) ~ eose (~)  - a~-2~ cos-~-~e (~)  + b~2c292/32~-2~ cos-2ne (~)  
(31) 
-bnc2~-2'~2/3 (n/3 + 1) cos -=~0-2 (/~{) = O. 
Using the balancing process gives the system of algebraic equations, 
~/3+140, 
-2n/3 - 2 =/3, 
bn2c21A2/32 = a, (32) 
bn~=~-~",=/3 (n/3 + 1) = (c ~ - 1) ~, 
2 
/3 -  2n+1'  
2n + 1 y /~ __
# = 2no 
a ~ 1/(2n+1) 
A= . 2n(c 2 -1 ) ]  c ~ 0, ±1. 
hence, we obtain 
(33) 
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This result gives the following periodic solutions, 
a [2n+ 1 a 
u (x, t) = 2n (c 2 - 1) csc2 [ 2nc (x - ct) , 
and 
{ 2n( c2-1)a . - -  [2n+1 /d,  j }1/(2n+1) ~(~t)= see ~]5~-n~V~ ct) 
where c # 0, :t:l 
However, if we use a/b  < 0, we obtain the solitons solutions, 
2n(c2-1)  csch [2 v b 
and 
where c # O, ±1. 
{ o ]} 
u(x , t )  = -2n(c  2 1)sech2 Fn. -~-  a 1/(2,~+1) 
- [2V  b(x -c t )  , 
a 
> 0 (34) 
a 
> 0, (35) 
(36) 
(37) 
5. VARIANT II OF (IB) WITH POSITIVE EXPONENTS 
Now, we consider Variant II of the (2 + 1)-dimensional of the improved Boussinesq equation 
with positive exponents, 
2n 2n U n [ U n ] =0,  n>l ,  (38) 
The wave variable ~ = x + y - ct carries (38) into the ODE, 
- - = O, (39)  (C 2 2) U~ (a I 4- a2) (u2n)~ -- (51 4-52)52 [un (un)~]~ 
so that by integrating (39) twice, we get 
(c 2 - 2) u - (al + a2) u 2'~ - (bl + b2) c2u ~ (u~)~ = 0 (40) 
Substituting the cosine assumption (14) into (40) gives 
(c 2 - 2) ~ cos~ (~¢) (al + a~) ~n cos 2~ (,¢) + (51 + 52) ~2~%2Z2~:~ cos2~, (,~) 
(41) 
- (bl + b2) nc2)~2n#2~ (n~ - 1) cos 2=~-2 (#~) = 0. 
Applying the balance of the exponents and the coefficient, we find 
n~- l#0,  
2nil - 2 = t3, 
(42) 
(bl + b2) n~c2#2~ 2 = (al + a2), 
(51 + 5:) ~c:~2n,~Z (~Z - 1) = (~ - 2) ~. 
Solving system (42) gives 
2 
f l=  2n- l '  
2n -1  / '~+a2 
# -- 2nc V 51 + b '  
/~ "~ \ a l + a 2 
(43) 
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To obtain nontrivial solutions, then, c # 0, =kv~, al # --a2, bl # -b2. Results (43) can be 
obtained easily if we also use the sine ansatz (15). In view of (43), the following compactons 
solutions, 
= q b%TG-~T t~ * y -~t  ) , U (X, y, t) t al q- a2 sins t -~-~ v l + = 
0~ otherwise 
and 
U (X, y, ~) = al + 42 L 2no V bl q- b2 
O, 
follow immediately. 
al  -{- 42 
- -  >0,  
bl -4- b2 
(441 
7r al  -{-- 42 
I , f l<  - -  >o,  
2/~ ' bl + b2 
otherwise, 
(45) 
However, for (41 + a2)/(b1 + b2) < 0, we obtain the solitary patterns olutions, 
u (x ,y , t )= ~-~a-2" sinh2 [ 2ne V bl+b2 
and 
(46) 
{ ] }~/(2,~-i) 
. . . .  [2n-1  f a l+a2(x+y_ct )  (47) u (x, y, t) = 2hal (c2+-a22) cosh 2 t--~-~nc V bl + b2 
6. VARIANT I I  OF  ( IB)  WITH NEGATIVE  EXPONENTS 
Finally, we consider the (2 + 1)-dimensional Variant II of the improved Boussinesq equation 
with negative xponents, 
--2n --2n 
(48) 
u -n [ -n  -n ] ----O, n>l .  
Proceeding as before, the wave variable ~ = x + y - ct carries (48) to 
(c ~ - 2) ~¢ - @1 + as) (~-~n)~ - @, + b~) c ~ r~-~u-~l  = 0 (49) 
i ( (  J ( (  
where by integrating twice, we find 
(c 2 -2 )u  - (al -F a2)u -2'~ - (bl -F b2)c2u -n  (u-'~) ee -- O. (50) 
The cosine assumption (14) gives 
(c 2 - 2) ~cod (,¢) - (~1 + ~:) ~-2n cos-~.~ (,~) + (51 + b~).2c%2#~-2" cos -~"~ (,~) 
(51) 
- (51 + 52) nc2A-2nl-t2fl (nil + 1) cos -2n~-2 (tz~) -= 0. 
Equating the exponents and the coefficients of each pair gives the system of algebraic equations, 
nfl-F 1# O, 
-2~# - 2 = #, 
(bl + b2) n2c2~2# 2 = (al + a2) , (52) 
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hence, we obtain 
2 
2n+1'  
2n + 1 af-~l -1- a2 
#= 2nc V ~ + b2 ' 
= 2n (d  - 2) ) 
where c ¢ 0, ±vf2, a l¢  -a2, bl ¢ -b2. Consequently, we find the periodic solutions, 
u (x, y, t) = ~ al + a2 
2n (c 2 - 2) ( 
[2n+l  a1~2 ] ~1/(2n+1) al+a2 
csc2 L--~J-~c V ~ (X + y - ct) J ~ ' bl -{- b2 
and 
(53) 
- - > 0  
(54) 
2n (c 2 - 2) sec2 [ ~ V b-1--1-1-1-1-~ ( x + y - ct ) 
where c ¢ 0, iv/2.  
However, if we use (al + a2)/(bl + b2) < 0, we obtain the solitons solutions, 
al + a2 
bl --~ b2 
- ->0,  
(55) 
and 
{ a l+a2 [21  u (x, y, t) = 2~J -  ~) °sch2 
where c ~ O, -t-v/2, al 7 ~ -a2, bl ~ -b2. 
al+a2(x+y-ct)]} 1/(2n+1)blTb2 
al + a2 (x + y - ct)l } T b
(56) 
(57) 
7. DISCUSSIONS 
Two variants of the improved Boussinesq equation in (1 + 1)- and (2 + 1)-dimensional spaces 
were investigated. We have presented a sine/cosine ansatz and used it to solve these variants. 
Many types of exact solutions with distinct physical structures have been found. The qualitative 
change in the physical structures depends mainly on the exponent and on the ratio a/b of the 
derivatives of u as being positive or negative. The results have shown some additional merits of 
this ansatz. 
The analysis revealed that the solutions may come as compactons, olitary patterns, periodic 
solutions, or solitons and this may be useful in physical phenomena. 
In Table 1 below, we summarize the physical structures of solutions for the variants of the 
improved Boussinesq equation. 
Table 1. The physical structures ofsolutions for variants of the improved Boussinesq 
equation. 
u 
Exponents ~ Solution Structure 
Positive Compacton Solutions Positive 
Positive Negative Solitary Patterns Solutions 
Negative Positive Periodic Solutions 
Negative Negative Solitons Solutions 
The change of physical structures of the obtained solutions needs physical explanation which 
is beyond the scope of this work. 
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